JANUARY

ACROSS

1 Resort hotel
4 Tempos
9 Calorie
12 Gust
14 Take into one's family
15 Wheel
16 Singing voice
17 Pertaining to the north or south ends of the earth
18 Makes hot cereal
19 Heavy and widespread snowstorm of lengthy duration
21 On the other side
23 Bullfight cheer
24 Old-fashioned Fathers
25 Hairstyle
28 Pat lightly
31 Ritzy
34 Express approval
36 Lavatory
38 Police officer
40 Water film
41 Heroism
43 Out of bounds
44 Decade

45 Stretch to make do
46 Slovenly
48 Sprint
51 Central nervous system
53 Stare at
54 Net
56 Greedy person
58 Short open jacket
61 Runnerless sled that is curved upwards
66 Waterless
67 Fatty vegetable
69 World organization
70 Strong wind
71 Sounds with reference to pitch, strength, or duration
72 Experts
73 Wily
74 Inscribed stone
75 Observe secretly
DOWN

1 Wash with a mop
2 Tablet
3 Opposed
4 From the pope
5 Worshiped
6 Frigid
7 Government agency
8 Tie down
9 See ya!
10 Branch of learning
11 Fewer
13 Dozen (abbr.)
15 Upper body
20 Where animals are kept
22 Head cover
25 Curved
26 Animals in a region
27 Boundary
29 Type of wrench
30 Ghost's greeting
32 Frown angrily
33 Provide housing for
34 Pacific Time
35 Evening
37 Sphere
39 Wooden sheet

42 American Kennel Club (abbr.)
43 Cloudlike mass made up of tiny water droplets suspended in the air near the ground
47 Company symbol
49 Swedish citizen
50 Possessive pronoun
52 Large, long-handled scoop for digging or scooping heavy material
55 Coverings for the feet worn for protection
57 Overly fat
58 Containers
59 Spoken
60 Spring flower
61 Prong
62 Gross national product (abbr.)
63 Long fish
64 A spinning toy (2 wds.)
65 Prying
68 Large number